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Country:  Egypt.  

 

Birth Date: 11/2/1990  It will be my first birthday 
in Czech Republic this year :D:D;) 

 

Languages:  Arabic, English and little French. 

 

Persoanl Description:  My nickname is Beshoo  and I am a Pharmacist 
graduated from Faculty of Pharmacy Cairo University in Egypt class of 2013, I 
am 23 years old and I am Christian Orthodox, I am a Self Confident person, very 
Organized, fond of Cleanliness, Independent, Cheerful, Creative, a good 
Motivator, fond of Kids , Sociable and love to make new friends, love animals 
but scared from large insects, I don't smoke but I used to stay with smoking 
people so it is not annoying for me, I hate losing time useless as I believe 
that always there will be something to do "Time is Life" ;) Also, I used to 
respect others's privacy so they should respect mine too, Finally "change your 
Words can change your World" is my preferable quote. 

 

Hobbies: I love Football, Swimming, Reading, I love learning languages and one 
of my preferable hobbies is to make someone smile, Also I like to have 
sometimes for Recreation. 

 

Favourite Music and Movies: I like Kenny G music's, Fayrouz "Lebanon 
singer" songs, some classic arabic songs, soul english song's. Almost I like 
music more than songs  and I like comedies movies specially those of James 
Carry, but horror movies is not my preferable. 

 

The craziest thing I've done in my life: mmmm I am funny but not 
crazy  but because of my proactivity and loving to challeng myself sometimes I 
do non traditional things such as I have experience in different fields as I 
worked as Delivery, Accountant, Pharmacist assistant, Medical representative. 
Not for money but for experience. The crazy in my life is to make a new 
different way for enjoying  

 

Things I like: I like to help people, to be in a team, Innovation and 
working hard to be special in each place or organization I join. 

 

Things I don't like: I don't like to annoy others, mockery, arrogance and 
arguing about differences we should rather than sharing our common interests. 

 

Life Motto: "Each person has his SPECIFIC role in this world not in his life 
only", no one was found to be useless so I appreciate every single person and 
we are all completing each others. ;) 


